
Moderna CEO Deleted His Twitter Account And Dump $400 Million Of Stock???

Description

USA: Rumors circle that Moderna CEO deleted his Twitter account and sold $400 million of stock:

Oh just dna that’s patented by moderna being found in Covid no big deal 
https://t.co/evYuOuDqbF

— Skihno (@skihno) February 23, 2022

?CEO dumps stock?

?Moderna had this sequence found in #COVID
patented 2017…(?) …?

Wait what? #Tired of guessing.#Moderna explain?#transparency
#CTCCTCGGCGGGCACGTAG https://t.co/bIP6guWHVf

— ??Diamond Blue??? (@diamondblue777) February 20, 2022

Join The True Defender Telegram Chanel Here: https://t.me/TheTrueDefender

The Fact-Checker websites don’t seem reliable to me!

When they confess specific elements of a story are true, then it must be true. These people always
twist and turn the truth.

The fact-checkers at USA Today fact-checked this report and labeled it as ‘’Missing Context.’’

Initially, they confessed that his Twitter account was gone:

‘’ Bancel’s personal Twitter account was removed at some point prior to Feb. 11, and news reports and 
transaction records show he has been selling predetermined portions of Moderna shares on a weekly 
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basis.
A message on Bancel’s Twitter page says, “This account doesn’t exist.” It is unclear why the account 
was deleted, but the most recent archive of his active page, captured in November 2021, shows he 
hadn’t used the platform since April 2019.’’

Later they said that he sold more than $400 million in stock, but it was ‘’over time.’’

‘’ Records of Bancel’s Moderna stock sales from Insider Screener, Wall Mine, and Yahoo Finance 
show he has sold shares every week, but he did not sell all of his holdings. He still owns 21.8 million 
shares of Moderna’s common stock as of Feb. 14, according to Forbes.

The SEC-tracking site SecForm4 says Bancel has sold $404 million of stock since November 2019.

During the week of Feb. 9, for example, Bancel sold 19,000 shares of Moderna at approximately $155 
a share for $2.9 million. He sold another 19,000 shares the week prior for $3.1 million. There is no 
transaction listed for $400 million. The most shares he has ever sold at once was in February 2020, 
when he sold 33,134 units of Moderna for over $750,485, according to Wall Mine.

The SEC filings of the February sales say the transactions were made in accordance with Rule 10b5-1 
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, which allows company insiders to set up predetermined 
sales to prevent insider trading. Bancel’s sales were part of a trading plan from December 2018 that 
was amended in September 2019 and May 2020.’’

Both of these things are very true!

Check this out:

“…virus contains tiny chunk of DNA that matches sequence patented by Moderna THREE
YEARS before pandemic…”

“…one in 3 trillion chance Covid developed the code naturally…”

Yet there have been no hearings. No repercussions. Just an ethical vacuum.
https://t.co/y3JsrxpbdO

— Steven Phillips, MD (@StevePhillipsMD) February 24, 2022

Maria Bartimoro stated:

COVID-19 contains a gene sequence that was patented
by Moderna THREE YEARS BEFORE the so-called “pandemic.”

When the drug-pushing CEO was asked about this extremely damning discovery, he
responded: “Accident is Possible. Human makes mistakes.”#Moderna
pic.twitter.com/c984DVZwyZ

— Longbow Foolride (@LFoolride) February 26, 2022
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More evidence Covid was tinkered with in a lab? Now scientists find virus contains tiny
chunk of DNA that matches sequence patented by Moderna THREE YEARS before
pandemic beganhttps://t.co/xyCyoQTvEk pic.twitter.com/hMaTBPFpTk

— Jeanne (@scoobidoo76) February 23, 2022

The Daily Mail reported:

Fresh suspicion that Covid may have been tinkered with in a lab emerged today after scientists found 
genetic material owned by Moderna in the virus’s spike protein.

They identified a tiny snippet of code that is identical to part of a gene patented by the vaccine maker 
three years before the pandemic.

It was discovered in SARS-CoV-2’s unique furin cleavage site, the part that makes it so good at 
infecting people and separates it from other coronaviruses.

The structure has been one of the focal points of debate about the virus’s origin, with some scientists 
claiming it could not have been acquired naturally.

The international team of researchers suggest the virus may have mutated to have a furin cleavage 
site during experiments on human cells in a lab.

They claim there is a one-in-three-trillion chance Moderna’s sequence randomly appeared through 
natural evolution.

But there is some debate about whether the match is as rare as the study claims, with other experts 
describing it as a ‘quirky’ coincidence rather than a ‘smoking gun’.

SARS-CoV-2, which causes Covid, carries all the information needed for it to spread in around 30,000 
letters of genetic code, known as RNA. The virus shares a sequence of 19 specific letters with a 
genetic section owned by Moderna. Twelve of the shared letters make up the structure of Covid’s furin 
cleavage site, with the rest being a match with nucleotides on a nearby part of the genome

Moderna filed the patent in February 2016 as part of its cancer research division, records show. The 
patented sequence is part of a gene called MSH3 that is known to affect how damaged cells repair 
themselves in the body. It was approved on March 7 the following year

In the latest study, published in Frontiers in Virology, researchers compared Covid’s makeup to millions 
of sequenced proteins on an online database.

The virus is made up of 30,000 letters of genetic code that carry the information it needs to spread, 
known as nucleotides.

It is the only coronavirus of its type to carry 12 unique letters that allow its spike protein to be activated 
by a common enzyme called furin, allowing it to spread between human cells with ease.
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Analysis of the original Covid genome found the virus shares a sequence of 19 specific letters with a 
genetic section owned by Moderna, which has a total of 3,300 nucleotides.

WHAT IS THE FURIN CLEAVAGE SITE?

SARS-CoV-2, which causes Covid, carries all the information needed for it to spread in around 30,000 
letters of genetic code, known as RNA.

But it is the only coronavirus of its type to carry 12 unique letters that allow it to be activated by a 
common enzyme called furin.

This in turn makes the virus better at invading neighbouring cells.

The so-called furin cleavage site is located on the virus’ spike protein, the structure that binds to 
human cells in the first place.

Scientists sometimes add this element to lab viruses to make them more infectious, but in nature, 
pathogens can acquire it by swapping genetic code with other members of their family.

The furin has been the focal point of intrigue for many scientists studying the origins of the virus 
because no other known member of Covid’s family – a group called Sarbecoviruses – have the site.

The US-based pharmaceutical firm filed the patent in February 2016 as part of its cancer research 
division, records show.

The patented sequence is part of a gene called MSH3 that is known to affect how damaged cells repair 
themselves in the body.

Scientists have highlighted this pathway as a potential target for new cancer treatments.

Twelve of the shared letters make up the structure of Covid’s furin cleavage site, with the rest being a 
match with nucleotides on a nearby part of the genome.

Writing in the paper, led by Dr Balamurali Ambati, from the University of Oregon, the researchers said 
the matching code may have originally been introduced to the Covid genome through infected human 
cells expressing the MSH3 gene.

Professor Lawrence Young, a virologist at Warwick University, admitted the latest finding was 
interesting but claimed it was not significant enough to suggest lab manipulation.

He told MailOnline: ‘We’re talking about a very, very, very small piece made up of 19 nucleotides.

‘So it doesn’t mean very much to be frank, if you do these types of searches you can always find 
matches.

‘Sometimes these things happen fortuitously, sometimes it’s the result of convergent evolution (when 
organisms evolve independently to have similar traits to adapt to their environment).

‘It’s a quirky observation but I wouldn’t call it a smoking gun because it’s too small.
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He added: ‘It doesn’t get us any further with the debate about whether Covid was engineered.’

Mmmm hmmmm. And Nancy Pelosi is just a genius at reading markets….

The CEO of Moderna fumbles explaining why COVID-19 contains a gene sequence that
was patented three years before the pandemic.

“Accident is Possible. Human makes mistakes.” pic.twitter.com/uzbneWWtwK

— Dusty Desert Dweller (@dusty_dweller) February 25, 2022

And we have a Rumble video:

by Addison Wilson
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